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Abstract
In task-oriented multi-turn dialogue systems, dia-
logue state refers to a compact representation of
the user goal in the context of dialogue history.
Dialogue state tracking (DST) is to estimate the
dialogue state at each turn. Due to the depen-
dency on complicated dialogue history contexts,
DST data annotation is more expensive than single-
sentence language understanding, which makes the
task more challenging. In this work, we formu-
late DST as a sequence generation problem and
propose a novel dual-learning framework to make
full use of unlabeled data. In the dual-learning
framework, there are two agents: the primal tracker
agent (utterance-to-state generator) and the dual ut-
terance generator agent (state-to-utterance genera-
tor). Compared with traditional supervised learn-
ing framework, dual learning can iteratively update
both agents through the reconstruction error and re-
ward signal respectively without labeled data. Re-
ward sparsity problem is hard to solve in previous
DST methods. In this work, the reformulation of
DST as a sequence generation model effectively al-
leviates this problem. We call this primal tracker
agent dual-DST. Experimental results on Multi-
WOZ2.1 dataset show that the proposed dual-DST
works very well, especially when labelled data is
limited. It achieves comparable performance to the
system where labeled data is fully used.
1 Introduction
Dialogue state tracker is a core part of the task-oriented dia-
logue system, which records the dialogue state. The dialogue
state consists of a set of domain-slot-value triples, where the
specific value represents the user goal, e.g., hotel(price =
cheap). The dialogue system responds to the user just based
on the dialogue state. Thus, in order to make the dialogue
process natural and fluent, it is essential to extract the dia-
logue state from the dialogue context accurately. However,
the paucity of annotated data is the main challenge in this
field. In this work, we solve a key problem that how to learn
from the unlabeled data in DST task. We design a dual learn-
ing framework for DST task, where the dialogue state tracker
is the primal agent and the dual agent is the utterance gener-
ator. Within the dual learning framework, these two primal-
dual agents help to update each other through external reward
signals and reconstruction errors by using unlabeled data. It
only needs a few of labeled dialogue data to warm up these
two primal-dual agents.
However, there are two main challenges when combining
dual learning framework with previous dialogue state track-
ing (DST) methods:
How to represent dialogue state under dual learning
framework? Dual learning method is first proposed in the
neural machine translation (NMT) task. The outputs of the
primal-dual agents in NMT task are both sequential natu-
ral languages. However, in DST task, the output of the di-
alogue state tracker consists of isolated domain-slot-value
triples. The traditional DST task is formulated as a clas-
sification problem with the given ontology, where all the
possible values of the corresponding slot are listed. Un-
der this problem definition, the previous classification meth-
ods just choose the right value for each slot. The recent
innovated tracker TRADE [Wu et al., 2019] directly gen-
erates the values slot by slot using copy mechanism from
dialogue context. However, these tracker methods get slot
values independently. During the dual learning loop, it
is hard to get reward signal from these independent slot
values. The reward signal from dual utterance generator
is also hard to allocate to these isolated value generation
processes. Since the relations of the predicted values are
not modeled and they are assumed to be independent with
each other, it would face serious reward sparse problem.
In this work, we reformulate the dialogue state tracking
task as a sequential generation task. The whole dialogue
state is represented by a sequence with structured informa-
tion. For example, the state hotel(price = cheap, area =
centre), taxi(destination = cambridge) can be rep-
resented as “<hotel> <price> cheap <area> centre
</hotel> <taxi> <destination> cambridge </taxi>”.
Is it reasonable that generating the whole dialogue con-
text from dialogue state? The intuitive dual task of the state
tracker is dialogue context generation. However, in Multi-
WOZ 2.1 [Eric et al., 2019] dataset, the dialogue context has
more than 10 turns on average and the average length of each
sentence is over 10 tokens. It is very difficult in generating
accurately a dialogue context with a dialogue state. Because
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Figure 1: The coarse-to-fine tracker model, which consists of four parts: context encoder, state sketch decoder, sketch encoder and sketch-
guided state decoder.
the dialogue context is too long, it is hard to guarantee that the
generated dialogue context contains the same semantics with
the given state. In this work, we simplify the dual task into a
user utterance generation task which ignores the specific val-
ues of the given state. The input of the dual task is composed
of two parts (i.e., the delexicalized system utterance and the
turn state), and its output is the delexicalized user utterance.
The delexicalized script is copied from the released code 1.
The system utterance and user utterance can be lexicalized
respectively according to the given turn state. We get a new
pseudo-labeled dialogue turn. In order to produce multi-turn
pseudo-labeled data, we sample a labeled dialogue data and
combine it with the pseudo-labeled dialogue turn, where the
dialogue turn directly adds to the end of the sampled dialogue
context and the turn state covers into the label of the sampled
state. Finally, we get a new dialogue context and pseudo label
of the state, as the intuitive dual-task does.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• An innovative dialogue state tracking framework based
on dual learning is proposed, which can make full use of
the unlabeled dialogue data for DST task.
• In this paper, we reformulate the dialogue state tracking
as a sequence generation task and propose an efficient
state generation model.
• In MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset, our proposed tracker achieves
an encouraging joint accuracy. Under dual learning
framework, when the labeled dialogue data is limited,
the dual-DST works very well.
1https://github.com/ConvLab/ConvLab
2 Tracker and Dual Task
In this section, we introduce the primal-dual models for DST
task under dual learning framework.
Different from previous DST approaches, we formulate the
dialogue state tracking task as a sequence generation task. We
represent the dialogue state as a structured sequence, rather
than a set of isolated state triples. There are two important
benefits: (1) The structured state representation keeps the re-
lation information among the different slot values. The re-
lation of these values contains some useful information, for
example, the value of the slot departure is different from the
value of the destination in flight ticket booking task. (2) Com-
pared with isolated state representation, the state sequence is
more applicable to the dual learning. It is easy to measure us-
ing BLEU score and evaluate using normal language model
(LM) [Mikolov et al., 2010].
2.1 Coarse-to-Fine State Tracker
In this work, we adopt coarse-to-fine decoding method [Dong
and Lapata, 2018] to generate the sequential dialogue state.
If specific values in sequential dialogue state are removed,
we denote the rest representation as state sketch, which only
contains domain-slot information, e.g., “<hotel> <price>
<area> </hotel> <taxi> <destination> </taxi>”. In
order to simplify state generation, the coarse-to-fine method
first generates the state sketch and then products the final state
guided by the state sketch. The coarse-to-fine state genera-
tion model consists of four parts: dialogue context encoder,
state sketch decoder, sketch encoder and sketch-guided state
decoder, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2: Abstraction of the dual learning framework. The dotted box means the start input content of the dual learning game.
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Figure 3: utterance generation model.
ut−w+1 ∼ ut and (t−w)-th dialogue state bt−w, where w is
window size of the dialogue context and earlier dialogue ut-
terances is replaced by (t−w)-th dialogue state. In this work,
we directly concatenate them together and use bi-directional
gated recurrent units (GRU) to encode the input as:
−→
h i = f
x
GRU(hi−1,xi), i = 1, . . . , |x|, (1)←−
h i = f
x
GRU(hi+1,xi), i = |x|, . . . , 1, (2)
hi = [
−→
h i,
←−
h i] (3)
where xi is embedding of i-th token of the input x, [·, ·] means
the concatenation of two vectors and fxGRU is the input GRU
function.
State Sketch Decoder: The sketch decoder generates a
state sketch a conditioned on the encoded context. We use
a unidirectional GRU to decode the state sketch with the at-
tention mechanism [Luong et al., 2015]. At t-th time step
of sketch decoding, the hidden vector is computed by dt =
faGRU(dt−1,at−1), where f
a
GRU is the GRU function and at−1
is the embedding of previously predicted token. The initial
hidden state d0 is
←−
h 1. The attention weight from t-th decod-
ing vector to i-th vector in encoder is sti =
exp(uti)∑|x|
j=1 exp(u
t
j)
. The
attention score uti is computed by
uti = v
T tanh(W1dt + W2hi + b), (4)
where v, W1, W2 and b are parameters. Then we calculate
the distribution of the t-th sketch token p(at|a<t) using
p(at|a<t) = softmax(Wa[dt, st] + ba), (5)
st =
|x|∑
i=1
utihi, (6)
where Wa and ba are trainable parameters. Generation ter-
minates until the end token of sequence “<EOB>” is emit-
ted.
Sketch Encoder: We use another bidirectional GRU
to map the sketch state into a sequence of sketch vectors
{vi}|a|i=1, as context encoder does.
Sketch-Guided State Decoder: The final state generation
is similar to sketch generation. The difference comes from
that the state generation tries to use the generated sketch state.
In sketch generation process, the input of the sketch decoder
is always previously predicted token. However, during state
generation, the input of state decoder at t-th time step zt is
zt =
{
vk, yt−1 is equal to ak
yt−1, otherwise,
(7)
where yt−1 is the embedding of the predicted token at (t−1)-
th time step.
2.2 Dual Task
As introduced in Section 1, the dual task of dialogue state
tracker is simplified into a user utterance simulation task.
Algorithm 1: Dual learning method for dialogue state
tracking
Input: unlabeled dialogue data Du, unlabeled turn state
Ds, labeled dialogue-state pairs (Dˆu, Dˆs),
corresponding delexicalized dialogue context
Dˆdexu , the language model of user utterance LMu,
the language model of coarse state LMs, state
tracker P (·|Θu2s), utterance generator P (·|Θs2u)
repeat
/ State-Context-State Loop;
(1) Sample an unlabeled turn state ds from Ds and a
related delexicalized system utterance uttrdexs ;
(2) Generate delexicalized user utterance uttrdexu
using generator P (·|Θs2u);
(3) Lexicalize uttrdexs and uttr
dex
u using turn state
and get a dialogue turn du = (uttrs, uttru);
(4) Evaluate the user utterance uttru using LMu and
get external-knowledge reward r1k ;
(5) Sample a labeled dialogue-state pair (dˆu, dˆs) and
combine this pair with (du, ds) to get a new
dialogue-state pair (d¯u, d¯s) ;
(6) Update tracker P (·|Θu2s) using (d¯u, d¯s);
(7) Generate the dialogue state d¯′s using tracker
P (·|Θu2s) and get BLEU score reward r1b with d¯s ;
(8) Update generator P (·|Θs2u) by policy gradient
loss with reward r1 = αr1k + (1− α)r1b ;
/ Context-State-Context Loop;
(9) Sample a unlabeled dialogue context du from
Du;
(10) Generate the dialogue state st and previous
dialogue state st−1 and get t-th turn state ds;
(11) Evaluate the sketch of state st using LMs and
get external-knowledge reward r2k;
(12) Get delexicalized utterances (uttrdexs , uttr
dex
u ) of
t-th turn in du with turn state ds;
(13) Update generator P (·|Θs2u) by cross-entropy
loss with uttrdexs , ds and uttr
dex
u ;
(14) Generate the user utterance using P (·|Θs2u)
with uttrdexs and ds and lexicalize it into uttr
′
u;
(15) Calculate the BLEU score of uttr′u as the
reward r2b and update tracker P (·|Θu2s) by policy
gradient loss with reward r2 = αr2k + (1− α)r2b ;
until Convergence;
Encoder: The input of utterance generation model is com-
posed of two parts: turn state and system utterance (or wizard
utterance). The turn state means the dialogue state mentioned
by current dialogue turn, which consists of several domain-
slot-value triples. We use a bidirectional GRU to encode each
triple into a state vector respectively, as shown in Fig 3. We
map the system utterance into a sequence of token vectors.
Then we use a self-attention layer [Vaswani et al., 2017] to
encode state vectors and token vectors together to get final
encoded vector.
Decoder: The utterance decoder generates the user utter-
ance conditioned on the designed turn state and system ut-
terance. We use a unidirectional GRU to generate the user
utterance with attention mechanism. The initial hidden state
of the decoder is sum pooling of final encoded vector.
In the dual task, the given system utterance and the gener-
ated user utterance are delexicalized, which means that spe-
cific values of the dialogue state in two utterances are re-
moved and replaced by common domain-slot flags. For ex-
ample, if the turn state is hotel(star = 5), the system utter-
ance could be “Do you want to reserve <hotel>-<star> star
hotel?” and the user utterance could be “Yes, I need<hotel>-
<star> star.”. Inversely, when the delexicalized utterance is
given, we can use the corresponding turn state to get lexical-
ized utterance. Because the delexicalized system utterance
is easy to collect, the function of the dual model can be re-
garded as to generate a lexicalized dialogue turn given a turn
dialogue state.
3 Dual Learning for DST
In this section, we present the dual learning mechanism for
dialogue state tracking. Before introduce the dual learning
method for DST, we define the state tracking model and dual
generation model as P (·|Θu2s) and P (·|Θs2u), respectively.
Similar to dual-NMT [He et al., 2016], we have also two pre-
trained language models to evaluate the generated state and
user utterance, which are indicated as LMs and LMu. Notic-
ing that we pretrain language model for the sketch of the dia-
logue state, where the slot values are removed. We regard two
language models as two kinds of external knowledge. The
dual game of DST task consists of two sub-games: state re-
construction and utterance reconstruction. In other words, the
dual learning method contains two kinds of training loop. The
abstract of the dual learning method shows in Fig 2.
The first training loop for state reconstruction starts from
a turn state. The utterance generator P (·|Θs2u) generates the
delexicalized user utterance with a sampled delexicalized sys-
tem utterance. Noticing that the sampled utterance normally
contains some domain-slots. The generated utterance can be
evaluated by LMu. We use logarithmic of the utterance prob-
ability calculated by language model as external-knowledge
reward r1k. Then we pair the given state and the gener-
ated utterances as pseudo labeled data to update the tracker
P (·|Θu2s). Because this pair data contains only one turn,
we sample from labeled multi-turn data and combine them
together to get new multi-turn data. The tracker P (·|Θu2s)
can further predict the state of concatenated utterances in the
new multi-turn data. Then we can get BLEU score of the
predicted state with combined state. The BLEU score can
be regarded as another reward r1b to indicate the quality of
the generated utterance. At the end of this loop, the gen-
erator P (·|Θs2u) can be updated using weight-sum reward
r1 = αr1k + (1 − α)r1b by policy gradient loss [Sutton et al.,
2000], where α is the hyper-parameter. The data flow of state
reconstruction game is state-context-state.
The second training loop for utterance reconstruction
starts from dialogue context with t dialogue turns. The
tracker P (·|Θu2s) predicts the t-th dialogue state st and the
previous state st−1. The sketch of the predicted state st can
be evaluated by LMs. The external-knowledge reward r2k
is still logarithmic of the probability of the generated state
sketch. Then we can get the t-th turn state ds. We can fur-
ther get t-th delexicalized system utterance utterdexs using
the ds. The generator generates the user utterance with turn
state ds and system utterance utterdexs . Then we calculate the
BLEU score of the user utterance utter′u, which is lexicalized
from the generated user utterance. The BLEU score is an im-
plicit reward r2b to measure the generated state. Similarly, the
tracker P (·|Θu2s) can be updated using weight-sum reward
r2 = αr2k + (1− α)r2b by policy gradient loss. The data flow
of utterance reconstruction game is context-state-context.
The specific process of the dual learning for DST is shown
in Algorithm 1, where state-context-state loop means state re-
construction process and context-state-context loop indicates
utterance reconstruction process.
4 Experiments
4.1 Dataset
We evaluate our methods in MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset, which
is the largest task-oriented dialogue dataset for multi-domain
dialogue state tracking task. MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset contains
8438 multi-domain dialogues and spans 7 dialogue domains.
For dialogue state tracking task, there are only 5 domains
(restaurant, hotel, attraction, taxi, train) in validation and
test set. The domains hospital, bus only exist in training set.
Around 70% dialogues have more than 10 turns and the aver-
age length of the utterances in the dialogue is over 10.
4.2 Training Details
Similar to TRADE, we initialize all the embeddings using
the concatenation of Glove embeddings [Pennington et al.,
2014] and character embeddings [Hashimoto et al., 2017].
We set the window size as 10 turns. The hidden size of
all GRUs is 500. Under the dual learning framework, there
are two training phases: pretraining phase and dual learn-
ing phase. The pretraining phase aims to warm up the state
tracker and the utterance generator with labeled data. We
adopt Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014] optimizer with learning
rate 1e-4. During the dual learning phase, the learning rate
is 1e-5. In order to stabilize the dual learning, we still use
the cross-entropy loss to update the above two models with
labeled data. The reward weight α is 0.5.
4.3 Baseline Methods
We first compare our proposed coarse-to-fine state tracker
with previous state tracking methods, when all the labeled
training data is used.
Model +BERT Joint Acc.MultiWOZ 2.1 ITC
DS-DST Y 51.21% O(M)
SOM-DST Y 52.57% O(1)
DST-picklist Y 53.30% O(MN)
HJST N 35.55% O(M)
DST Reader N 36.40% O(M)
FJST N 38.00% O(M)
HyST N 38.10% O(M)
TRADE N 45.60% O(M)
Coarse2Fine DST(ours) N 48.79% O(1)
dual-DST(ours) N 49.88% O(1)
Table 1: The results of baseline models and our proposed coarse-
to-fine tracker in MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset. +BERT means that the
tracking model encodes the utterances using pretrained BERT. ITC
means the inference time complexity, which measures the calcula-
tion time of evaluating state. In ITC column, M is the number of
slots andN is the number of values. Joint Acc. means the joint goal
accuracy.
• FJST [Eric et al., 2019] and HJST [Eric et al., 2019]
are two straightforward methods, which directly predict
all the slot values based on the encoded dialogue history.
Instead of directly concatenating the whole dialogue his-
tory as input in FJST, HJST takes the hierarchical model
as the encoder.
• HyST [Goel et al., 2019] is a hybrid method that im-
proves HJST by adding the value-copy mechanism.
• TRADE [Wu et al., 2019] directly generates the slot
value from the dialogue history.
• DS-DST [Zhang et al., 2019] and DST-picklist [Zhang
et al., 2019] divide the slots as uncountable type and
countable type and generate the slot value in a hy-
brid method like HyST. Compared with DS-DST, DST-
picklist knows all the candidate values of the slots, in-
cluding uncountable slots.
• SOM-DST [Kim et al., 2019] feeds dialogue history and
previous state as the input and modifies the state with
dialogue history into the current state.
• DST Reader [Gao et al., 2019] formulates DST task as
a machine reading task and leverages the corresponding
method to solve the multi-domain task.
The second experiment is to invalid the dual learning
framework for DST task. In this experiment setup, we ran-
domly sample 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% labeled data in train-
ing data. The rest data is used as unlabeled data. We compare
dual learning method with pseudo labeling method, which is
an important approach to use the unlabeled data. The pseudo
labeling method first uses the sampled labeled data to pretrain
our proposed tracker. During the training of pseudo labeling
method, the pretrained tracker is used to generate the state
of the unlabeled dialogue context. Then, the dialogue con-
text and the generated state are paired together as the pseudo-
labeled data to retrain the tracker. In order to stabilize the
training process of the pseudo labeling method, we also mix-
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Figure 4: The joint goal accuracy with unlabeled data.
ture the pseudo labeled data and labeled data as a batch to
update the pretrained tracker.
4.4 Results
The performance of our trackers: As shown in Table 1,
our proposed coarse-to-fine tracker achieves the highest joint
goal accuracy in the BERT-free models. Our proposed tracker
directly generates all the slot values, which is represented as a
structured sequence. Compared with the methods that predict
the values slot by slot, the inference time complexity (ITC) is
O(1). This property is important for the dialogue system. The
response time of the dialogue system effects user experience
seriously. Compared with SOM-DST, our proposed tracker
does not rely on the pretrained BERT [Devlin et al., 2018],
whose model size is more than 110M. This is another chal-
lenge for memory-starve devices. Compared with recently
proposed TRADE, our proposed coarse-to-fine tracker not
only reduces the inference time, but also gets the absolute
3.19% joint goal accuracy improvement.
The performance of dual learning: In order to validate the
effectiveness of our proposed dual learning framework, we
randomly sample parts of training dataset as the small train-
ing set. The rest data is regarded as unlabeled data. In this
experiment, we randomly sample 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%
labeled data. As shown in Fig 4, we can see that the joint
goal accuracy improves as the labeled data increases. It in-
dicates that the scale of the annotated data is a big challenge
for the multi-domain DST task. In this work, we propose a
dual learning framework for DST to help to improve the per-
formance of the tracker with the unlabeled data.
When the training data is starved, the dual learning method
can improve the performance of the pretrained tracker by ef-
ficiently using the unlabeled data. Compared with pseudo
labeling method, our proposed dual learning method is able
to treat the external knowledge (two kinds of language mod-
els: coarse state language model and user utterance language
model) as reward function to feedback to the tracker and im-
prove the performance. Especially, when the labeled data is
extremely limited that only has 20% sampled data, the dual
learning method achieves a larger performance gain than the
pseudo labeling method. As shown in Fig 4, we can see that
the pseudo labeling method only gets less improvement. As
we introduce in Section 4.1, the multi-domain DST task in
MultiWOZ 2.1 dataset is more complex than single-domain
DST task. The positive influence of the pseudo labeled data
for pretrained tracker is limited.
When the training data is fully used, the dual learning
method can be still used to fine-tune the pretrained tracker.
During the dual learning process, all the training data can be
regarded as the unlabeled data. As shown in Table 1, the dual-
DST can get further improvement from the fully pretrained
tracker.
5 Related Work
Multi-Domain DST: With the release of MultiWOZ
dataset [Budzianowski et al., 2018], one of the largest task-
oriented dialogue datasets, many advanced dialogue state
tracking methods for multi-domain task have been proposed.
The previously proposed multi-domain state tracking ap-
proaches can be divided into two categories: classifica-
tion [Eric et al., 2019] and generation [Wu et al., 2019]. The
classification methods usually require that all the possible slot
values are given by ontology. However, in real dialogue sce-
narios, some slot values cannot be enumerated. To allevi-
ate this problem, the generative methods have been proposed,
where the slot values are directly generated from the dialogue
history. Like the classification methods, most of the gener-
ative methods generate slot value one by one, until all the
slots on different domains have been visited. The methods
that predict the slot values independently can not be used in
dual learning framework. In this work, we redefine the di-
alogue state as a structured representation. We further pro-
pose a coarse-to-fine tracking method to directly generate the
structured dialogue state.
Dual learning: Dual learning method is first proposed to
improve neural machine translation (NMT) [He et al., 2016].
In NMT task, the primal task and the dual task are symmet-
ric, while not in DST task. We design a state tracking model
and an utterance generation model under the dual learning
framework of DST. The idea of dual learning has been ap-
plied into various tasks, such as Question Answer [Tang et al.,
2017]/ Generation [Tang et al., 2018], Image-to-Image Trans-
latio [Yi et al., 2017], Open-domain Information Extrac-
tion/Narration [Sun et al., 2018] and Semantic Parsing [Cao
et al., 2019]. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
introduce the dual learning in dialogue state tracking.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we first reformulate the dialogue state tracking
task as a sequence generation task. Then we adopt a coarse-
to-fine decoding method to directly generate the structured
state sequence. The proposed coarse-to-fine tracker achieves
the best performance among BERT-free methods. The main
contribution of this work lies on building a dual learning
framework for multi-domain DST task. The experimental re-
sults indicate that our proposed dual learning method can effi-
ciently improve the pretrained tracker with unlabeled data. In
future work, we will further improve the state tracking model
and dual utterance generation model using pretrained models,
e.g. BERT.
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